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Clubman Gold Star, reflecting the strong prices these
models and their cousins, the Rocket Gold Stars have
made all year.

and seemingly very correct, it would normally have
attracted top money, but having a seized engine
turned the auction into something of a lottery for
bidders and it reached just £4,926, some distance
short of its lower estimate of £6,500.
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PAST EVENTS
The “Zoom” club nights continue to prove popular
and all section members are welcome to join in
future sessions – see Club night April 1st (below) for
details of how you can do this
Wednesday, 24th March - 12:00: H&H Live on-line
Auction – Automobilia bikes and cars.
A tough day at the office for the hard-working H&H
team, with more than 25% of the lots unsold.
Unrealistic reserves seemed to be the reason for such
a high unsold rate. The two Nortons we covered in
issue 58-1, the 1990 F1 and the 1958 350cc Inter, both
failed to meet their reserve for the second time, but
the Norton Commander, from issue 58 did sell for a
reasonable £5310. The little 197cc Ambassador from
the same issue also failed to meet its reserve.

Top price of the day - £23,895 – was paid for this well
presented and genuine 1959 BSA DBD34 500cc

The tale of two matching numbers T120 Triumph Tiger
Cubs provided an interesting perspective on the
market for these popular lighweights.

A rare visitor to the auction block, this very tidy
matching numbers 1959 G12 Matchless made a
strong £6,638. Never as popular as the BSA and
Triumph twins of the era and with a reputation for
vibration and snapping cranks, the G12 would have
to go down in history as an underachiever, but they
have a loyal following and with good spares
availability, they would make a splendid addition to
anyone’s collection.
Thursday April 1st - Brightwells timed Online Auction.
There was no shortage of bidders for the 1941 500cc
Indian 741 Scout featured in issue 58-1, but it failed to
reach its lower estimate of £14,000 stopping at
£13,101 and probably remaining unsold.
This handsome, matching numbers 1966 750cc
Norton Atlas caught the eye. Professionally restored

This 1959 model looked highly original, with its Zenith
carburettor and headlamp mounted gear-position
indicator – deleted from later models. Nicely
patinated, it attracted plenty of bids, before stalling
at £2,250, some £450 short of its lower estimate.

Its younger brother – a 1963 model which had been
extensively restored in 2002, and having only
covered 250 mles since then, also attracted healthy
interest, but stalled at the same £2,250 even further
away from its lower estimate of £3200. Despite their
considerable differences, the bidders valued these 2
Cubs equally.
All in all, a disappointing auction for sellers with many
machines failing to met their lower estimates (and
presumably reserves). The bright spot of the evening
was a very shiny 1975 TY250 Yamaha, which soared
past its upper estimate to cost its new owner £3,260
(inc commission & VAT).

FUTURE EVENTS
The viability of any event listed below, is totally
dependent upon the COVID protocols in place at the
time. Please check the website and the latest issue of
the newsletter before you set off.
Thursday April 8th - 09:30 for 10:00 - OK Diner car park
Leominster - HR6 0DQ. Ride out - South Shropshire
and the Long Mynd. THE FIRST RIDE OF 2021!
Not only do we need to honour the current COVID
protocols, but we need to be seen to be doing so,
therefore this will have be a strict “Rule of Six” ride
and you will need to bring your own drinks and food.
Roger Bibbings will organise starting groups and
leaders when you arrive. Maps are available on our
website and will also be emailed the day before the
event, so if you wish to be independent, you have
every opportunity. Some suitable open-air stopping
points will be arranged along the way, but we will still
finish at Ludlow Food centre car park.
Sunday April 18th - The Cattle Shed Cafe, Penrhos
Court, Lyonshall, Kington, Herefordshire HR5 3LH 10:00
for 10:30 - The Dams Run – Elan Valley, Llyn Brianne,
Mid-Wales and the Borders. One of our most popular
runs of the year. We need to be clear that Welsh
Government protocols will allow this ride to go

ahead and under what restrictions. If not, it will be
moved to Sunday July 11th. Further clarification will
follow by email and an update will be available on
the section website.
Friday April 23rd 10:00 a.m. – Pugh’s Auction centre,
Hazle Meadows, Ledbury HR8 2LP – Sale of
Motorcycle clothing, literature, collectables and
Petroliana.
If you have aything to sell, entry forms can be
downloaded from the Pugh’s website.
Saturday April 24th - Pugh’s Auction Centre, Hazle
Meadows, Ledbury HR8 2LP – Sale of Vintage &
Classic motorcycles, British Spares and Projects,
If you wish to enter a bike in this sale, you can
dowload an entry form from Pugh’s website, or
contact Henry Biss on 01531 631122.
Saturday 25th & Sunday 26th July - Bristol Bike Shows
– Royal Bath & West showground, Shepton Mallet
Cancelled
NHS England has extended its contract to use the
Showground as a vaccination centre until the end of
August.
Sunday 19th to Sunday 26th September – The Moto
Piston International Rally – Santander NE Spain.
The 2021 event has now been confirmed and it is
possible to book places on line. There has been a
significant change to the system this year, which
allows you to make your booking for a (nonreturnable) deposit of 100 Euro. Unfortunately, the
special event Ferry discount for participants is no
longer available. To find out more, or to make a
booking, go to the Moto Piston website.
http://www.mcpiston.com/ukpistonrally.html

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with current V5Cs and MOTs (where required) for less
than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st
1996)

The curiously named “Re-styled” New Hudson
Autocycle, was the tag often used to differentiate it
from its earlier post-war brother, which had less stylish
bodywork.

complete new de-compressor, re-corked clutch
plates, new 11tooth sprocket and new primary
chain, topped off with a +20 re-bore and new piston.

Fast forward just 20 years to another 99cc two-stroke
and pause to wonder at the staggering
developments in the two-wheeled world in that short
time.

At a time when Vespas and Lambrettas were
grabbing a larger share of the small bike market, was
this an attempt to give it a more “Scooter-like” look?
If it was, then it probably didn’t work. Less than 5,000
were made between 1956 and 1958, when
production ceased. Hiding under the steel panels
was a Villiers 99cc 2F engine, which could carry the
single speeder to a heady 35 mph - on a good day.
65 years on the model exudes a certain period
charm as demonstrated by this 1956 model which
recently sold on Ebay for a strong £960. The
shabbiness was partly original and partly
manufactured during a restoration process which
saw a later oil-seal type engine fitted, along with a

The rotary valve 5 speed Kawasaki KH100, introduced
in 1976, weighed in at less then 85kg and could reach
65 mph and later models, like this 1981 edition even
sported a front disc brake and cast alloy wheels.
The vendor describes this wonderful little lightweight
as being a “well cared for reliable bike” and adds
that it “has new tryes and a long MOT”. Priced at
£999, it looks like good value.
DON’T FORGET TO NEGOTIATE
Don’t forget, on platforms like Gumtree and
Facebook Market Place, you can negotiate with the
seller.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsing – that must be your responsibility.

COVID PROTOCOLS IN ENGLAND AND
HOW THEY AFFECT OUR RIDING.
Following
the
announcement.

recent

English

Government

UP TO APRIL 11TH
Group rides WILL BE permitted but observing the 'rule
of six' (ROS) at starts, stopping and finishing points, still
remaining outdoors with social distancing/hygiene,
No use of hospitality facilities. No overnight stays.
FROM APRIL 12TH
The ‘rule of six’ (ROS) still applies, plus the now familiar
social distancing and hygiene. Restaurants and pub
gardens will be allowed to serve customers sitting
outdoors, including alcohol..
FROM MAY 17TH
People can meet in groups of up to 30 outdoors AND
pubs, restaurants and other hospitality venues can
seat customers indoors. Hotels, hostels and B&Bs can
reopen. Subject to other countries’ restrictions,
international leisure travel can resume .
FROM JUNE 21ST
At last! A return to normal riding. Hospitality and
accommodation back to normal. Rallies and
camping allowed. International travel restrictions still

THE COVID SITUATION IN WALES
The stay local restrictions have been lifted, but a rule
of 6 from 2 houselholds remains in place. Cafes and
restaurants can serve take-away foods, which gives
plenty of options for small group riding. If the
reductions in case numbers, hospitalisations and
deaths continues, it is likely that there will be further
easing of restrictons in the coming weeks.

DON’T BELIEVE WHAT YOU READ IN THE PAPERS LED and HID HEADLAMP BULBS
Hot on the heels of the “Carnet” scare stirred up by
ill-informed reporting in national newspapers, the
Daliy Express launched this misleading headline. “LED
bulbs in V&C machines to be made illegal” As ever
with these “shock – horror” headlines, it pays to read
the whole piece and to read it carefully and as usual,
buried deep in the text is the word “Could” as
opposed to the more certain phrase found in the
headline.
The other issue conveniently overlooked by the
headline is the difference between “Illegal” and an
“MOT failure”.
There was some element of truth in the story, as
changes were made in May 2018 to UK MOT law,
banning HID conversion for halogen headlamp
reflectors and this was extended to include LED
conversions in January 2021. The corresponding
guidance was issued in MOT testers Manual, which
stated, “Existing halogen headlamp units should not
be converted to be used with high-intensity
discharge (HID) or light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs.”
And continues “If such a conversion has been done,
you must fail the headlamp.”
It is important to note that this guidance to MOT
testers relates only to conversion of halogen bulbs
and does not apply to headlamps that were fitted
with the earlier Tungsten filament bulbs such as the
British Pre-Focus or Bayonet Cap types as fitted to all
British bikes from the late 1920s to the 1970s. These
can be converted to HID or LED as long as the beam
pattern is acceptable.

BULBS OTHER THAN FOR HEADLAMPS
Even greater confusion surrounds the fitting of LED
bulbs to indicators and stop/tail lights. These bulbs
are fitted extensively to older bikes, particularly the
stop/tail bulbs which prevent the dangerous
dimming of headlights when the rear brake is
applied. According to the Daily Express article “LED
lights cannot be fitted anywhere else on your historic
vehicle unless the bulbs meet ECE standard 128 and
ECE standard 148”
Classic lighting Guru Paul Goff - helpfully explains the
real situation regarding upgraded lights. We print his
words without comment:“The current MoT regulations specifically state
that ‘Existing halogen headlamp units should not be
converted to be used with HID or LED bulbs’. This
therefore does not apply to headlights that were
fitted with the earlier Tungsten filament bulbs such as
the British Pre-Focus or Bayonet Cap types as fitted to
all British bikes from the late 1920s to the 1970s.
Many commentators/journalists/do-gooders have
missed that the change
banning LED headlight
bulbs only applies to
halogen
headlights.
Maybe they don't know
the difference between
Halogen & Tungsten
filament
bulbs?
This
shouldn't be an MoT
failure, providing the
beam
pattern
is
acceptable and some
early BPF LEDs were poor in this respect. (I didn't start
selling LED headlamp bulbs until I found good ones.)
Also, there is a lot of rubbish on Ebay, particularly for
the H4 halogen headlamp.
Many old car/biker owners fitted the later H4
halogen headlamps with QH bulbs and have now
fitted LEDs. These are MoT failures, but it is not an
offence and they are not illegal - they are just an MoT
failure, just as a split fork gaiter or cracked rear light

lens is an MoT failure.
You
cannot
be
prosecuted so to
describe them as
illegal is not correct.
Just put the old bulb
back for the MoT.
There are other laws
governing vehicles
from 1980 and more
from
1986
which
covers CE marking.
Vehicles made before CE marking was invented are
exempt from these regs. They are not retrospective.
Again this point is usually missed.
CONSTRUCTION AND USE REGULATIONS
The only regs. that older vehicles could fall foul of is
the Construction and Use Regs that were in place
when the vehicle was built. These give minimum
Wattages for each bulb, but who is going to check?
Certainly not an MoT tester. As long as they look
bright enough they're OK and again there is no
offence.
The new MoT regs were obviously designed to stop
the fitting of poor quality LEDs/HIDs that cause glare.
I sell good ones and am happy to carry on as
before.”
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT STATEMENT
“Following feedback, a review of regulations has led
the Department for Transport to conclude that the
MOT headlamp conversion failure for HID and LED
bulbs will no longer apply to motorcycles.
The conversion failure continues to apply to cars and
vans first used on or after 1 April 1986 but does not
apply for vehicles with a conversion prior to 1 April
1986.
The Motorcycle and Cars and passenger vehicles
inspection manuals will be updated shortly.
Further information
• The change will not be retrospectively applied.
• LED headlamp replacement units can continue to
be fitted to older vehicles.”

LIKE LONDON BUSES
Years can go by and you never hear of one and then
in the space of a few days, two turn up in our section.
The London buses to which I am referring are Gilera
Saturno Sports.
James Wiseman sent his entry for Herefordshire on the
Edge 2021, and enclosed this picture of his beautiful
1951 Saturno Sport. (below)

Both machines feature girder forks and Gilera’s
quirky, patented rear suspension system where the
spring coils are placed horizontally in a tube which is
the continuation of the rear frame.

Within a coupe of hours, Simon Holden sent pictures
of his Saturno Sport, shortly about to emerge from a
long restoration.

By 1952 the Saturno had joined the throng and
sported twin shock swinging arms to the rear and
telescopics at the front. Leaving its fierce rival – Moto
Guzzi - in sole charge of weird rear suspension
systems. (see below)

First developed for the road, by Giuseppe Salmaggi
in 1938 and exhibited in the Milan show of that year,
the Gilera Saturno was well received, but the war
intervened and Gilera concentrated on military
motorcyces until 1946, when Saturno production recommenced. Sales were low as the Italian market
was, for taxation reasons, focussed on small capacity
machines, but enough Saturnos were made to forge
a strong reputation for quality, power and speed.
The Saturno was raced extensively and dominated
the 500cc class in Italy for many years. A few found
their way to other European countries and met with
samilar successes. Saturnos took Italian riders to
numerous Gold medals in the ISDT.
The magic surrounding the Gilera marque is really all
about their 4 cylinder machines and dates back to
the adoption of the the transverse inline-four
“Rondine” engine, originally designed in 1923, by
young Italian Engineers, Carlo Gianini and Piero
Remor and further developed by Compagnia
Nazionale Aeronautica (C.N.A.) between 1933 and
1934.
Gilera acquired the rights to this engine in 1935 and
continued its development. They fitted it to a wide

range of machines, including these supercharged
racers of the late thirties.

The reputation of Gilera and the Rondine was further
enhanced by the exploits of the legendary Piero
Taruffi.

Already an Italian GP winner and Eurpean champion
on a Norton in 1932, Taruffi set the one-kilometre
flying-start speed record on 21 October 1937 on the

Brescia-Bergamo autostrada in this odd-looking fully
faired Rondine powered machine. He covered the
kilometre in 13 seconds and 13 hundredths - a speed
of 173.68 mph. Taruffi survived the war and
continued his career on 4 wheels, driving in Grand
Prix for Ferrari. He excelled in road-racing. It seemed
that the more dangerous, the event, the more he
liked it. In 1951 he placed first in the Carrera
Panamerican road-race in Mexico, beating his more
famous team-mate, Alberto Ascari and then
capped his career with a win in the 1957 Mille Miglia.
Without the aid of a navigator, Taruffi, driving a
“works” Ferrari 315S covered the 992-mile course in 10
hours, 27 minutes and 47 seconds- an average speed
of 94.841 mph. Taruffi also continued his land speed
record breaking career on 4 wheels. Setting new
records right through the 1950s. Tarf 1 (below) and
Tarf 2 were both twin pods, with the driver in 1 pod
and the engine in the other.

Tarf1(above), powered by a 500 Moto Guzzi “V” twin,
was soon replaced by Tarf 2 with its supercharged 1.7
Litre 270 hp Maserati engine.

Back on two wheels, Gilera continued to develp 4
cyclinder race engines based on the Rondine
knowledge. A supercharged 250cc 4 never made it
to the circuits, but it did provide the basis for their
dominant 500cc Grand Prix Machines, which, after
some initial development challenges went on to win
six of the eight 500cc world championships between
1950 and 1957.
Geoff Duke and the Gilera won three of those 500cc
World Championships in a row from ’53 - ’55 and took
the win in the 1955 Senor TT.

Bob McIntyre (above) – a name forever synonymous
with Norton - took a double for Gilera in the 1957
eight lap Golden Jubilee TT, riding a sleeved down
500 in the 350 race and the “full fat” version on the 8
lap Senior event. As a measuure of McIntyre and
Gilera’s superiority, they beat John Surtees on the MV
Augusta by more than 2 minutes, clocking up 4 100+
mph laps, including the “first ever” 100 mph lap at
101.03 mph.
At the end of the 1957 season, Gilera, along with
Moto-Guzzi and Mondial withdrew from racing, thus
bringing to a close a fabulous period in their history.

many times during those formative years. However
two of my mates had other ideas and using a
loophole in the provisional licencing laws, went
immediately on or into three-wheelers, as it’s
impossible ‘to drop’ a three-wheeler.

There was one last hoorah for the Gilera 4. In 1963
Geoff Duke persuaded the Gilera factory to release
the mothballed 1957 bikes to him, which he ran
under the “Team Scuderia Duke Gilera” banner. By
Duke and Gilera’s standards it was a failure, but 8
Grand Prix podiums, including a win at Assen for John
Hartle doesn’t seem like a bad return. Hartle and Phil
Read finished 3rd & 4th in the championship table and
Derek Minter finished 7th.
In the ’63 Senior TT, Hartle and Read finished 2nd & 3rd
to the mighty Mike Hailwood on the unbeatable MV,
both riders posting 100+ mph race speeds. The bikes
were successfully raced at the more prestigous UK
events in that year, but at the end of the season, the
team folded and the bikes were returned to Italy.

MORE BONDING EXPERIENCES – Bill Danks
“As some of you are aware, I’ve been a very lucky
lad! For the last 40 years I’ve been the custodian of a
splendid Morgan three-wheeler. However my
association with three-wheelers goes way back into
the mists of time.
LICENSING LAW LOOPHOLE
Some sixty years ago, my mates and I were raw
novices and at the bottom of the motorcycling
ladder. We fell off our two wheeled velocipedes

My mate, David Southall, was fighting me for the
hand of the local blonde bombshell, the delightful,
Pamela Hill. Now Mrs Hill was less than impressed with
her daughter perched on the pillion of my Triumph,
and crafty David ‘conned’ his father into buying him
an early and very second-hand three-wheeler Bond
Minicar in order to exploit the loophole which
allowed 16 year olds to drive a car on a motorcycle
licence and entice the lovely Pamela away from me.
All went well for David and Pamela was swept off her
feet although it was quite amusing to watch Dave lift
the bonnet and climb into the engine bay in order to
kick-start the little Villiers motor into life.
WHISKED AWAY INTO THE SUNSET
However, came the rain, and with the hood up,
Pamela’s entry and exit was less than ladylike, as the
little Bond was without doors!!! Undaunted, Dave
took a hacksaw to the Bond, rapidly added a hinged
passenger’s door to its specification and the lovely
Pamela was able to make a more elegant entry and
was whisked away into the sunset.
FOLDED IN THE MIDDLE!
The story could have ended there but the following
morning my dad, who at the time was foreman at
Bert Hadley’s garage in Northfield, received an
urgent phone call from Mr Southhall Senior
requesting he recovered young David’s Bond from
the top of the Lickey Hills. Now ‘the Lickeys’ was a
well-known spot for courting couples, and one can
only imagine what our two love birds had been up

to. Fortunately, dad had taken the breakdown truck,
and was greeted by an unforgettable sight. There,
literally, sat the Bond. Dave in his enthusiasm with the
hacksaw had seriously reduced the structural
integrity of the aluminium body, it had folded in the
middle, and its little Villiers motor had been unable to
drag the floor pan across the Lickey Hills car park.
Lawrie Bond, the originator of the Minicar, was an
aeronautical engineer during World War 2 and used
his expertise to design a three-wheeler with a chassisless lightweight aluminium monocoque body.
Lightweight it had to be, as its diminutive 125cc Villiers
motor was expected to ‘power’ it and two
occupants along the King’s Highway.
So dad hoisted up the crippled Bond, which
promptly folded through 90⁰ and spirited it away from
the scene of the crime and at Mr Southall’s request
hid behind his workshop, where it was to provide us
with Villiers spare parts and aluminium sheet for our
numerous projects for many years to come.
OFF TO THE RACES
Continuing with the Bond theme, my mate, Mickey
Howard’s father refused to allow him to ride a
dangerous motorcycle but was prepared to let him
drive his new Bond Minicar De-Luxe model. Mickey,
like all of us, was a scrambles fan, and eager to
attend a Midlands event. He invited me, as a
qualified rider-driver, and two mates to join him and
we selected a meeting organised by the Coventry
Antelope Club. For Mickey this was his first taste of
freedom and he didn’t let us d own. Off we flew at
high dudgeon, and I have to say the little Villiers
motor went well pulling we four, at forty stone plus,
along at 40-45mph and 50-55mph downhill.
BRAKES NOT EQUAL TO THE TASK
However our progress was halted when flying along
Shirley High Street an Austin lorry in front braked for a
zebra crossing and we literally ran under its chassis
leaving two deep scores along the Bond’s aluminium
bonnet. Another two feet and the scores would have
extended to our foreheads!!! Stopping over forty
stone and the weight of the car was just too much to

ask of the three diminutive four inch diameter cable
operated brakes.
Chastened but undaunted we pressed on and duly
arrived at the scramble, the Bond was parked and
left simmering next to the track as we headed to the
refreshments tent. We’d been at the track for all of
five minutes when, to our consternation, a fire
breathing Norton International side-car outfit flew
past us and down the track but alarmingly, lacked a
driver or passenger. Bill Evans, the Midlands
Champion, had lost control, fell off and his passenger
had bailed out in sympathy. Shock and horror, this
unguided missile was running flat out, no ignition cutouts in those days, and running as straight as a die
towards the innocent little Bond.
LANDING ON AN AIRCRAT CARRIER
Fortunately for the Bond, and for us, the Norton’s
progress was rapidly halted by the length of stout
rope used to mark out the perimeter of the track. It
wrapped around the back wheel and the Norton
resembled a plane landing on the deck of an aircraft
carrier.
We drove home in a sombre mood. Mr. Howard
Senior was less than impressed by the damage we’d
done to his precious little Bond and promptly bought
young Michael a motorcycle of his own to destroy.
How lucky he was, for we could have easily arrived
on Mr. Howard’s doorstep with the Minicar in a
selection of carrier bags!!!

In the same way one would find a three legged doeeyed puppy irresistable, section member Mick Smith
couldn’t stop himself bidding for this Francis Barnett
Cruiser 39 “project”. As you would expect with an
incomplete puppy, the incomplete Fanny “B” is now
part of the family and needs to be restored to good
health.

workshop manuals or parts lists, which is making
restoration even more challenging.
Mick thinks that the engine is a Villiers 18A, but could
possibly be a deflector type Mark 14A. Ignition was
by Villiers flywheel magneto and a Miller 36w
dynamo, similar to the picture above (not Mick’s
bike).
If you can help Mick in any way, he would love to
hear from you. You can call him on 07785 368635.

FUNERAL OF NEIL COPESTAKE

Mick needs some parts to help him get the Cruiser on
the road. Most obviously it is missing the engine
sprocket and primary chain assermbly, but also has
no way of producing a spark or any other electricity.

The funeral of Neil Copestake will take place at
Redditch Crematorium, Bordesley Lane, Redditch,
B97 6RR at 1:15 p.m. on Thursday April 8th.
Only family members may attend the service,
but the cortege will leave from Neil’s house, 14,
Pilgrim Way, Droitwich, WR9 8QA at 12:15. VMCC
members and friends will be most welcome to follow
the cortege on appropriate machines, or can meet
at the crematorium grounds. Family flowers only are
requested, but donations to the ACU Benevolent
fund will be most welcome. Donations can be made
by sending a cheque made payable to The ACU
Benevolent Fund, to Mrs Margaret Carter, The ACU
Benevolent Fund, 10 Byeway, Guiseley, Leeds, LS20
8JP. Or if you prefer, you can make a BACS payment
directly into the Benevolent Fund bank account.
Account Name - ACU Benevolent Fund; Sort Code:
08 92 99 A/c No: 65005480.

HELP NEEDED
Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

SECTION WEBSITE
INFORMATION IS HARD TO FIND
Surprisingly, for a popular model which ran from 1932
until 1940, there is precious little in the way of

You can find almost everything you need to know
about our section and its activities on our new
website. why not take a look. All you ned to do to
find it is click on this link .
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

